Proven Cost Reduction
Anti-fatigue Matting
Reduces Costs And Increases Worker Productivity.
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COST SAVINGS RELATED TO THE INSTALLATION OF ANTI-FATIGUE MATS
Productivity

$300,000
+2.2%

Insurance Premium Reduction

$60,000

Total Cost Savings

$360,000
ROI
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A Vision, A Story, A Philosophy. . .
We're champions for the standing worker. To us, they’re athletes on the job. A
 nd just like a professional
athlete, the Industrial Athlete deserves and needs the best possible field conditions.
Virtually every sport takes place on a specially designed surface, whether it's a court, a field, or a rink.
Like athletes, manufacturing workers exert themselves every day. These industrial athletes deserve to
test their limits on surfaces that have been engineered to support them and their work.
We design the world’s best surfaces to give them a competitive edge while they’re on the clock, reducing
aches, pains, fatigue, and potential for injury, so they can enjoy their life on and off the clock.

We offer innovative solutions that improve the stats
Cost Avoidance

$42,152
Average cost of
a single floor
related injury

Safety

69%

occupational injuries
47 of
are from slips, trips,
falls and strains
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Innovation
Our dedication to innovation, safety and productivity for the industrial athlete is why Wearwell
is the category leader in industrial and safety matting. Proper design can be the difference between a mat
that fails and one that’s perfectly suited to the job. We have a long history of firsts in innovation.
► The ﬁrst Diamond-Plate Anti-Fatigue mats, now the
#1 seller in the industry!
► The ﬁrst double-thick “UltraSoft” Diamond Plate mats
► The ﬁrst ESD Anti-Fatigue mats for static control
► The ﬁrst Gritted Anti-Fatigue mats for slip prevention
► The ﬁrst welding mats
► The ﬁrst Cutting Fluid Resistant mats

► The ﬁrst positive locking modular tiles
& ergonomic flooring, now the fastest
growing anti-fatigue category
► The ﬁrst modular 100% Urethane mats, the
highest performance mats on the market
► The ﬁrst 18”x18” (46cm x 46cm) Ergonomic
Floor Tiles, a distinct category unto itself

Reduced
Absenteeism

3.7

The average number of
missed work days due to
occupational injuries
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